CAMPUS PLACEMENT

DATE : 04th April 2013
Venue : Dasari Auditorium, SVEC

COMPANY : Yogam BPO
Job : Medical Coding

PROCESS : Seminar on Medical Coding
           Campus Drive
(Time: 9.00 AM to 12.00 PM)

ELIGIBILITY :

B. Pharmacy  B.Sc. Biotechnology  M.Sc. Biochemistry
B.E. Biomedical  B.Sc. Microbiology  M.Sc. Microbiology

Note: even old batch candidates are also eligible to attend.

FEATURES:

➢ Starting salary approximately Rs. 12,500, it will increase up to Rs. 45,000 pm
➢ Day shift job
➢ Future growth will be good
➢ Suitable for both male and female candidates
➢ Placements available at Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Mumbai, Delhi, Vellore, Salem, Trichy and Coimbatore
➢ Selected candidates can join the job after completing their graduation
➢ Job confirmation letter will be issued to the student at the time of joining for the training itself

Interested students are asked to enroll their names with their respective Placement Coordinator or by sending mail to pharmacyplacements@vidyanikethan.edu on or before 30th March, 2013.

SVCP : Ms. K. Swetha
SVDC : Mr. K. Murali Mohan
SVEC : Mr. G. Sreenivasulu
SVCN : Ms. P. Lavanya

Principal
(Prof. E. Sathyanarayana)